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He who has a firm will

molds the world to himself.
- Goethe

Vol. 1X-Number 3

NEWARK-STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Bond Issue Proposes

Academic Standards Proposal
Fails; Co-Op Shovvs Prof it

The bond issue which will be
before -the voters on Nov. 5 will
offer three proposals for voter
approval. The first proposal will
provide $337 .5 million for college
and institutional construction of
which $202.5 million is for higher
education. The second proposal
will provide $12.5 million for
construction and rehabilitation of
low and moderate income
housing. The third bond proposal
will provide $640 million for the
improvement of state highways
and commuter railroads.

sta\ed that he knows that Omega

Congress,

..can't be a member of the IFSC
because of its policy." However ,
he commented that "I resent the
fact of being told what to do by
one-third of the student body.
Bartik pointed out the service
nature of his group and contrasted
it with the recognized fraternities.
He stated that "We don't want
social activities, if we did, we
would be members of a social
organization."
Alpha Phi Omega existed on
campus between 1958 and 1961
but dissolved. Since 1965, stated
(Continued on Page 2)

questioned the right of CounciJ to
set restrictions upon any student.
Insurance to cover the WRA
(Women's Recreation Association)

1972, with the passage of the

IFSC; Frats Question
Service Frat Project
unnamed, members of the student
by Susan Stein
Joe Streit , President of the body, faculty and administration.
Upon learning of the IFSC
Inter-Fraternity Sorority Council,
representatives of the four decision , Tom Bartik, the
fraternities and Student Council President of Alpha Phi Omega
Rill \>tice, signed a

policy statement on Friday,
September _20, reg arding
recognition of Greek
organizations and Alpha Phi ,
Omega National Service
Fraternity.
The twenty-five members of
Alpha Phi Omega are currently
running the Used Book Exchange
in the College Center.
Joe Streit explained that the
IFSC feels that the
administration, in effect granted
recognition to Alpha Phi Omega
·by giving them room space in the
College Center. He stated that this
amounts to "infringement to the
IFSC power to recognize Greek
groups."
Because of conflicting points in
the charters and constitutions of
Alpha Phi Omega and the IFSC,
the Council ruled last year that it
could not recognize Omega as a
Greek organization on campus .
However, Alpha Phi Omega
must be recognized on campus
either by the administration or
the IFSC in order to be
recognized nationally. On
Monday, Alpha Phi Omega drew
up a petition of student signatures
asking for recognition of its
group.
Herbert Samenfeld, Dean of
the College stated however that,
"The granting of room space to
Alpha Phi Omega is similar to
giving space to other groups that
are just forming, such as the Peace
League. Since Alpha _Phi Omega is
appealing the IFSC decision not
to recognize their group, Dr.
Samenfeld has authorized the
formation of a committee to
Jnvestigate the situation. The
committee will consist of, as yet

$202 M For Higher Ed

President Bill Price instructed
Student Council on Friday,
September 20th that CO-OP,
which includes the Bookstore, the
Informational and Services Desk
in the college center, and the
snack bar, had established a profit
of $20,000 last year which it
wishes to invest in the college. He
asked Council members to query
their constit uents , faculty
members , and administration for
suggestions of worthwhile college
projects to utilize this profit.
In a vote of 22-15, Peter
Feeney's academic · standards
proposal failed to pass on the
Council floor.
A 2/3 vote was needed to make
this proposal of the senior council
member a part of the
Constitutional By-Laws. A heated
debate ensued on the proposal
that read "no prospective
candidate shall be eligible for an
Executive Board position if he or
she is on academic probation ."
Mr. Feeney saw his proposal as a
safeguard to provide "continuity
in our student leadership."
Objectors saw the measure as
precedent to set standards for all
leadership positions, even Class

;,;,
,. ""'''"
President Bill Price discusses academic standards proposal,
which was defeated at Council last Friday.
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while

others

also

activities was passed· by Council.
Student Organization Treasury
will foot the $2000 bill.
Previously only the MAA (Men's
Athletic Association) members
were covered in their athletic
activities.
Student Council approved the
appointment of Joyce Okada, a
sophomore to fill the council seat
(Continued on Page 3)

The $2 0 2.5 million for
construction of physical facilities
at public institutions of higher
Last year 140,000 New Jersey
education will be allocated as
students were enrolled in college.
follows:
More than half of these students
Rutgers , The State
University .. ..... 62,817,000 attended institutions out-of-state .
Newark College of
The bond issue pac_kage has
Engineering .. .. .. .7,997,000
received bipartisan endorsement.
N .J. College of Medicine
and Dentistry . . . .. 10,759,000 The Bond YES Committee has
State Colleges ....... 73,936,000 illicited support from the
Community Colleges .4 7,000,000 presidents of such organizations as
the N.J. Chamber of Commerce,
The bond issue will permit the AFL-CIO, The New Jersey
New Jersey to make important Manufacturer's Association , New
studies towards meeting its needs

bond issue,
expect that :

our

citizens can

Assoc.,

N.J.

~ .!.

Bell

Telephone Company, the State
Bar Association, and the N .J.

Education Association.

'

CCB Sub-Committee
Chairmen Announced
College Center Board sub-committee chairman positions
were established during their meeting on Tuesday , September
24, in the Alumni Lounge. They are as follows: Al O'Connel,
chairman of Movies Committee; Maureen Cocorsen to
Modern Dance Committee; Paul Johnsen to Arts Exhibit;
Don Merce to Small Concerts and Beth Gross to Publicity

A Change in Policy
The university's reaction to
their marches and sit-ins
Wednesday over the suspended
students had also, in the words of
one, "made us look mindless and
uncoordinated, like kids who were
looking for an excuse to riot."
Officials' tactics so far this week
have been to leave the protesters
preHy much alone. When
registration was blocked, they
simply closed up shop. Later they
"punished" the demonstrators by
revoking the campus privileges of
Students for a ·oemocratic Society
(SOS), but later when the
students broke into the Social
Sciences Building to hold a
meeting there anyway, nothing
was done to stop them.
The administration has
apparently learned more from
experience about how to deal
with protests than the students

Jersey Press Association, the

in higher education. By the fall of Taxp yers

Columbia University
NEW YORK (CPS) - After a
sharp re-evaluation of their
demands and goals, Columbia
University radicals have decided
that their protest must be of the
fundamental wrongs they see at
the university and their
implications for the larger
surrounding society.
In strategy sessions Thursday
following a Wednesday shutdown
of registration and illegal use of a
building, the students agreed that
their emphasis on amnesty for 30
suspended students as a primary
demand had drawn attention from
"the real issues" during this fall's
opening of the university. They
said the pressure they felt to
"prove to the mass media that the
Columbia revolution wasn't dead,
that summer couldn't kill it" had
made them move too hastily.
without analyzing their actions.

* total full time enrollments
will expand from 42,470 last
year to 94,300.
* two New Jersey State
Colleges, in Northern and
Southern parts of the state will
be accepting students.
* Seven new community
colleges will be offering their
full range of programs on new
permanent campuses.
* the N.J. College of
Medicine and Dentistry will be
established on its new campus
in Newark and,
* construction of the
four-year medical school at
Rutgers will be well underway.

have about planning them. By
applying tactics used by other
college administrators and ignored
by many police forces - "if
rioters are not provoked, there's a
good chance serious trouble will
be averted" - the Columbia
officials made the students look a
good deal worse than they did
during April's massive strike.
Now, however , the students
say they will concentrate not on
the narrow issue of student
amnesty, but on the more
widespread one of the university's
involvement with corporate
interests and its control over
much of the city surrounding its
campus.
Their specific target now is
Columbia's urban renewal
projects, the latest of which may
(Continued on Page 3)

Committee . The board deliberated
a consensus that the lecture
sub-committee program be
disbanded due to lack of
attendance by students.
A change was made in the
major program to be presented on
November 16. "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum" was to be presented but
was cancelled out. In its place the
board decided to tentatively
schedule "The Believers" an off
broadway play presently showing
at the Martinque Theatre.
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity,
was granted approval to display
poster _ .in the areas under
production.. of College Center
Board provJCled they comply with
publicity rulings. Concern was
generated when the group whose
status remains nebulus on campus,
publicized their Used Book
Exchange in the College Center
witLout approval.
College Center Board requested
that additional members be sent
to the Association of College
Unions Conference in
Philadelphia.
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Eval. Clinic
Begins 3rd
Year
At NSC
The Evaluation Clinic, a
diagnostic facility for mentally
retarded children and adults, has
begun its third year of operation
at hthe Child Study Center of
Newark State.
A $90,000 annual grant for
this purpose has been renewed by
the U.S. Health, Education and
Welfare Department. It was
provided under terms of the
Public Health Services Act
Ammendments of 1966.
Some 400 mentally retarded
children and adults are
interviewed annually at the clinic.
They are then referred to
appropriate agencies, and
individual programs of education
are planned for them and their
families.
"There are many different
kinds of mental retardation and
many different programs to help
the mentally retarded. It is our
purpose to see that everyone who
comes to us with a learning
disability is placed in a program
that will meet his individual
needs," said Dr. La Crosse
director of the Child Study
Center.
Dr. Nellie Stone, a professor of
special education, is director of
the clinic. She is assisted by a staff
that includes three psychologists,
two social workers, two
pediatricians, a research specialist
and a public health nurse.
The Child Study Center also

President Bill Price Reviews
Upcoming Council Projects ·
by DAVE LICHTENSTEIN
one of the best things this college
Student Org. President Bill has ever done."
Price recently announced plans
3. The posting of final grades
for several new programs within 72 hours after the final
hopefully to be initiated within exam has been given - "I spoke
the very near future. Listed to representatives of other
below, these projects are of prime colleges while attending the
concern to the student body. In N.S.A. conference this summer
relative order of importance they and learned how it is successfully
are:
done in other schools," Bill said.
I. Football Team - "This will
"This past semester," he
receive top priority," assured continued, "grades were not
Price. Presently the situation still released until the middle of July.
remains unclear, but one evident Some students who had failed
factor preventing progress is that courses were not even notified in
all concerned parties seem more time to make them up in summer
concerned in protecting their own school. This system I recommend
individual power than the actual would end avoidable phone calls
issue of fielding a football team. to the registrar's office, student
2. Security - "27 new security worry, and extra work on the part
personnel have been hired, of the professors (such as mailing
including ~five watchmen and a home graded postcards.)"
secretary," the Student Body
4. The Cut System - This has
President explained. "In additio!1, already been initiated, as was
security is no longer listed under explained in an earlier issue of the
maintainance - and I feel this is INDEPENDENT.

5. A student-registrar
committee to resolve traditional
problems - "This would be an
experimental group, explained
Price, "discussing such topics as
the 75 minute hour and the cut
system."
6 . A faculty-student life
judiciary committee
"It's
function ," tells Price, "will be to
provide safeguards for the student
especially ~oncerning
prohibition. Among the main
duties will be to legislate
DEFINED punishments - to
determine specifically what is an
offense and what are and are not
definite penalties for these
violations, and to hear Student
Appeals."
7. IBM Course Evaluation.
8. Additional Council
committees staffed with some
non-Council representation
"The purpose of this program,"
said Price, "is to offer
involvement to non-Council
students eager to participate in
campus affairs."
In fol1owing issues of the
INDEPENDENT these and other
such issues wil1 be explained with
all important detail in an effort to
help involve the average student in
college activities.

'Bill Price checks ,on the agenda of the upcoming Council
programs with Secretary Sarah Devito.
DATE

IFSC; Frats Question
Service Frat Project
(Continued from Page 1)

Bartik, the group has re-organized
and tried to achieve recognition
on campus.
The statement reads as follows :
"We the undersigned ,
representing the eighteen Greek
organizations of Newark State
College, speaking through the
Inter-Fraternity
Sorority
Council, with the support of the
President of the Student
Organization do hereby state the
following as policy:
1. The Inter-fraternity-sorority
Council of Newark State College
is now and will continue to be the
only organization with the
perogative to recognize Greek
fraternal organizations, whether
social or service, with the sole
exception of honorary or
professional societies.
2. Furthermore, the Council
protests the DE FACTO
recognition of Alpha Phi Omega
(National Fraternity) on this
campus, by the granting of room
space.
3 . Therefore , the
Inter-fraternity-sorority Council,
representing the eight hundred
Greeks, demands that no further
room reservations , or campus
space, be made available to Alpha
Phi Omega until such time as the
Inter-fraternity-sorority Council,
in accordance with its rights ,
admits this organization into the

Arts
Programs

To Be Held
The New Jersey State
Department of Education, in an
effort to stimulate the quality and
creative content of arts programs
throughout the state, has initiated
a project called "Classroom
Renaissance". Two Newark State
College professors will speak at an
arts and humanities leadership
program which will be held on the
Newark State campus this fall.
Dr. Nathan Weiss , chairman
of the Social Sciences and History
Department will speak at 1 PM on
September 28, on the topic "The
Social Sciences and Humanities",
and Dr. Betty Rowen, professor
of early childhood education, will
speak at 9:30 AM on October 18
and 19 on the topic "Experiences
in Drama and Dance." Both
sessions will be held in the Little
Theater.
The six-day leadership program
will commence in the Little
Theater at 9:30 AM on September
27, with a talk by Dr. Max Bogart,
director of the Center for the
Humanities.
Teachers are selected from
schools throughout the state to
participate in this program.

Schedule of Events

ma1nl:ains reading, hearing and
speech clinics and a special class

for children with neurological
disabilities .

September 26. 1968

greek system of Newark State
College.
The policy was signed by Joe
Streit, IFSC President, Steve
Paolucci, Joseph Bums, Alfred
Valentino, George Gilcrest , and
Bill Price. Copies of the policy
were sent to Dr. Samenfeld and
the INDEPENDENT.

Have a gripe? Anything
intelligent to say? ·The
INDEPENDENT welcomes
letters to the Editor. All
should be submitted to the
INDEPENDENT Office in
the Student Center the
Friday before publication.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 9/29
EVENT
PLACE

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
5:30-7:45
Sigma Kappa Phi Smoker
5 :30-7 :45
Omega Phi Smoker
7 :45-10:00
Kappa Epsilon Smoker
7:45-10:00
Rho Theta Tau Smoker
7:45-10:30
CCB Movie: "Pawnbroker"
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
4:30-9:00
Theatre Guild Tryouts
5:30-7 :45
Nu Sigma Tau Smoker
5 :30-7 :45
Nu Theta Chi Smoker
6:00-10 :00
Nu Delta Pi Meeting
7:30-10 :00
Special Ed. Dept. Lecture
7:45-10 :00
Beta Delta Chi Smoker
7:45-10:00
Omega Sigma Psi Smoker
TUESDAY, OCTOBER I
1 :40-4:30
Alpha Theta Pi meeting
1 :40-4:30
Republican Club Meeting
1 :40-4:30
Faculty Meeting
1:40-4:30
Sigma Theta Chi meeting
5:30-7:45
Chi Delta Smoker
5 :30-7 :45
Sigma Beta Chi Smoker
6:00-10:00
Nu Theta Chi meeting
6:30-10:00
Sigma Kappa Phi meeting
7:00-10:00
Nu Sigma Phi meeting
7:00-10 :00
Omega Sigma Psi meeting
7:00-10:00
Beta Delta Chi meeting
7:45-10:00
Pi Eta Sigma Smoker
7:45-10:00
Lambda Chi Rho Smoker
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER2
11 :00-12:00
Newman Club Mass
3 :00-3 :45
Alumni Committee Meeting
4:30-9:00
Theatre Guild Tryouts
5:30-7:45
Alpha Theta Pi Smoker
5:30-7:45
Delta Sigma Pi Smoker
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3
3:00-4:00
Reception for Art Majors
4:15-6:00
Performance for Art Teachers
and Majors
4:30-9:00
Theatre Guild Tryouts
4:30-9:30
Election Committee
(count ballots)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
9:00-2:30
Classroom Renaissance
(Dr. Newman)
5 :00-9:00
Student Council meeting

Council Room
T.V. Lounge
Council Room
T.V. Lounge
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Council Room
T.V. Lounge
Meeting Room A
Little Theatre
Council Room
T.V. Lounge
Council Room
Sloan Lounge
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Downs Formal Lounge
Council Room
T.V. Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Little Theatre·
Sloan Lounge
Meeting Room B
Council Room
T.V. Lounge
Council Room
Alumni Lounge
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Council Room
T.V. Lounge
Little Gallery
Little Theatre
Theatre for Perf. Arts
Council Room

Little Theatre
Council Room
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Colum b ia Unive rsity

A Change In Policy
(Contin'ued from Page 1)

make $180 million for the firm of
two Columbia trustees.
The "Piers Project ," as the
renewal scheme is called, is a plan
to tear down a 40-block area
north of the Columbia campus,
now occupied by apartment
buildings whose tenants are more
than 10,000 students, old people
and Puerto Ricans , and to
construct in their place a complex
of light manufacturing, research
buildings fo r governmen t projects ,
recreation faci lities , a nd
middle-income housing for 3000
persons.
The project is sponsored by the
Morningside Renewal Council, a
coalition of city institutions (a
majority of them schools
connected with Columbia)
interested in "up-grading the
environment of their
neighborhood. The MRC is
generally acknowledged to be
controlled by Columbia, it
recently awarded the Piers Project
contract, valued at between $160
and $180 million, to Uris Building
Corporation. Two University

Giant

Poster
lrom any photo

trustees, Percy Uris and Adrian
Massie, control that corporation.
That such blatant examples of
university control by New York
financial interests are still coming
to light , after faculty deplored
such university activities and
many officials said Columbia was
changing its policies, illustrates
the students' point.
The university seems at this
point to be caught up in a web of
involvement from which the best
of intentions are powerless to
extricate it. Andrew Cordier may
want to drop trespass charges
against 400 studentss, bu t City
District Attorney Frank Hogan
(also a Columbia trustee) will not
drop them .
The university may want to
drop its role as slumlord of
Morningside Heights , but as long
as the members of its board of
trustees stand to benefit from that
role, as long as almost every major
financial interest in New York is
represented on the board , it may
be imp ossible .
Rescuing Columbia from its
e ntanglements in ghetto real
estate and with business and
government will require more
sweeping structural changes than
the placing of students on faculty
committees and letting professors
have an Academic Senate. It will
require replacement of many of

Notice
Announcement from the Dean

In error the names of the
following students were omitted
for the Deans's List for the
academic year 1967 - 1968 :
CLASS OF 1969
Marie Carpenter
C. Toni Hansen
Dorothy Marshall
Jean Nebel
CLASS OF 1970
Joyce Montella

2ft.x3ft.
·only S~.95*
.·
.a:
Academic
($4.9Snlae)

*Send any black & wh ite or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cutoutfrom a ny Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER - MART, P ,O , Box 165,
Woodside, N . Y. 113 77 , Enclose $1.95
cash , check, or money order (no
C,O,D.'s), Add sales t ax where a pplicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post, paid) in stu rdy tube. Origina l m aterial returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a

Swingline
To.~ii?, . Stapler

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1,.9
Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, o r book store.
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Standards
(Continued from Page 1)

vacated by Hugh Magie. Tony Sa
was appointed to fill Mr. Magie's
seat on the Finance Board . Joe
Oliva, President of the Class of
1971 , w as named council
representative to the College
Institutional Pl anni n g and
Development Board. Mr. Oliva
replaces Kevin Roberts in this
position.
The remainder of the voting
regulations presented by Sue
Hunter , chairman of the Election
committee, were passed by
Council. This included Vice
President Paul Matos'
recommen d ation that all
campaigni n g may begin
immediately following the close
of ,applications. This bypasses a
previous regulation that
campaigning cannot start till the
Monday following close of
applications. Miss Hunt er'presented her report in an effort
to clarify long-time ambiguities on
never written voting regul!ltions.
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New Mailbox .SCA TE Aslcs
In Center For Tutors

As an administrative response
the men who now rule Columbia, to an INDEPENDENT editorial of
and a change in philosophy on the
September 19, Edward Callihan,
entire Board.
Assistant Director of Business
Such a change is what the Services, directed on Friday,
students say they want to fight
September 20, that a postal box
for. To accomplish it, they will for student and faculty out-going
try to appeal to members of the mail be located in the college
community around Columbia center.
(who they think are being
The box has been placed near
victimized by the university's the front of the building next to
practices but are afraid to fight).
the Student Activity Office. Mail
They also plan to work to attract can be deposited for inter-<:ollege
broader-based student support distribution to faculty,
within the university , by holding administrative and organizational
dorm seminars and other meetings boxes . The campus service also
to talk about what the unive rsity delivers mail to a government
is , what it does, and its postal box for pick-up.
relationship with the money and
The INDEPENDENT editorial
power of New York.
asked for the placement of a mail
Realizing that old tactics may deposit box for student-faculty
not fit every situation, they want - use in the College Center. The
now to fit the means to their editorial commented that " ...
message.
perhaps with more mail boxes and

SCATE has requested a need
for tutors to serve from Oct. 1
thru June, Monday thru Friday.
Tutees are children aging from 5
to 12, 13-18 and Adults . Tutoring
will be from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. , 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. respectively. The meeting
place will be at the Humanity
Baptist Church, 10 Prospect Place ,
Newark, New Jersey.
Freehold County Jail ,
Monmouth County, has requested
5 tutors to aid inmates on
Saturday mornings. Tutees have a
maximum one-year sentence and
are not hardened criminals.
Check in at the SCATE office
for more details .
increased mail service some of the
physical communication problems
of the college can be eliminated."

Part II

The Students Of Vietnam
By STEVE D' ARAZIEN
College Press Service
SAIGON (CPS) - " If you
speak against the war , you must
speak against the VC ," said
Ngyuen Van Chuong, a third year
English student at the Faculty of
Pedagogy, University of Hue.
Chuong typifies the· minority
of students who express strong
ideological opposition to
Communism. He said he was

pleased to receive the military
training the South Vietnamese
government is requiring of all
university students. He thought
"all the students are glad to have
it."
The Hue attack had rallied the
people against the NLF, Chuong
said. "Now we must do our
duty," he resolved.
Chuong's interpretation of the
events in South Vietnam is not
that different from Dean Rusk's.
He believes the NlF is a creature
of Hanoi and that North
Vietnam's attempt to fulfill the
Geneva Accords by means of
military force constitutes
aggression .

Vietnamese government without
American interference . He said
the U.S. Marines did not enter
Hue until the fifth day of the
fighting . I reminded him that they
had to fight their way in, the
roads being blocked. I said I
thought it was nonsense.
When asked if he had any
friends who had joined the NLF,
he replied he had two. They had
been fellow members of the

His interpretation of the
Vietnam war was sharply
challenged by a young militant
Buddhist. Since she is person a
non grata with her government, I
wi!J call her Miss Mai.
When
told her of my
conversation with Chuong, she
said, "There are good
anti-Communists

who

are

anti-Communist not because they

the

are corrupt, but because they are

University of Hue. Chuong's two
friends had markedly different
views from his, and he said he did
not know if they were
Communists. They strongly
opposed the Saigon government ,
the corruption , and the American
presence.
Chuong blamed the Americans
for most of the corruption which
he said came in response to the
i nflux of large amounts of
American capital.
Chuong
was
not
unsophisticated. He knew the
administration's arguments well.
It is impossible to tell how many
Vietnamese students would sound
so much like Dean Rusk , probably
very few.

historically aware of the abuses
and cruelty in North Vietnam."
As a Buddhist she could not
join the NLF. "They are too
cruel," she emphasized. But
because she believes eventual
reconciliation with the NLF is
necessary, she is in contact with
members of the Front.
Mai is a thin , intense, nervous
girl. She spoke rapidly, giving a
condensed version of her views : "I
can only say what I see with my
eyes, what the majority of young
Vietnamese believe."
She said she believed between
70 and 80 per cent of the
Vietnamese students would agree
with her.

English-speaking

club

at

(Continued on Page 5)

Chuong's teacher of political
science had been I. Milton Sacks,
a prominant rightwing American
socialist, an extreme hawk and
frequent public advocate of
President Johnson's policies.
" I am not pro-American and I
am not anti-American. I am a
nationalist," Chuong said.
Like many Vietnamese of late,
Chuong fears a unilateral
American settlement in Vietnam
which will not take into account
what he perceives as the interests
of this country. " I am angry
because Johnson didn 't mention
the government (of South
Vietnam) when he stopped
bombing the North," he said.
He asked me what I thought of
the commonly held story that
America made a deal with the
NLF during Tet and gave the NLF
24 hours in which to attempt the
overthrow of the South ·
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A victim of heat exhaustion is carried to a waiting
evacuation helicopter during meep in central part of the
demilitarized zone, South Vietnam . Temperatures in the area at
this time of year daily soar over 100 degrees and during this
operation, the first for 18 months into the North Vietnamese
staging areas, there were more casualties from heat than from
fighting.
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Correction
"Truth cannot be forced but must be allowed to plead /or it5el/."
Dear Editor:

Academies Vs
Mediocrity
The only crite,ria set up by our Student
Body Constitution for membership on
Council is that the person running for office
must be a student at this college, Ther_efore,
the whole matter of academic standards as it
relaxes to the proposal, comes down to the
basic question of "What is a student?"
The INDEPENDENT is acutely aware of
the delicate balance between academics and
outside activities, and the ·successful
handling of both that go into the making of
a well-integrated student, (Please note that
the INDEPENDENT came in THI RD in the
running for the President's Cup, And
NOBODY works harder than we do - ~o, it
can be done,) We know that the person who
comes to class at 8 and leaves at 4, eyes
pinned to the book and never looking
around, is no more a student than he who
belongs to every group on campus, never
attends class and scrapes through with a
"D''.
Yet Council by its action, seems to
condone the latter type of "student". The
school itself has set up certain minimum
standards

in

its

definition

of

student.

F reshmen must maintain a 1.8 cum ulative

average or better; Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors a 2.0, It seems only logical that
Council adopt similar standards, for where is
t he sense of putting someone in office with
less . than the m1mmum if he, in all
probability will not be in school to enjoy
that office?
Opponents of the proposal say that
Council would be restricting a student's right
t o ru n if t h ey imposed academic
qualifications. We say, the student has no
more right to run for an office if he in any
way suspects that he cannot fulfill the duties
of that office, Obviously, in a position as
important as the Executive Board on
Council, any students struggling for his very
life to stay in school is not going to be
struggling very hard as a Council member.
And another point on the same matter:
the ethics of running for office. It is almost a
known fact that three-quarters of what one
hears during political campaigns are empty
promises and the other quarter are out and
out lies. But, .aside from that, do not the
voters also have rights, on of which is a
choice between two QUALIFIED
candidates. One of the qualifications, as
been said before, is to be a student; a
student, well rounded, well integrated,
knowledgeable, and not merely in with the
in crowd.
_
The INDEPENDENT has been fighting
with a word for a long time - begging the
students, faculty and administration to fight
along with us. That word is academic
MEDIOCRITY. It's a word that just plods
along, doing not much of anything, neither
good nor bad, just existing. We feel that
Council , by its recent · action has helped
perpetuate it.
In the light of the things we have said,
and also the things we have not said, the
INDEPENDENT makes this commitment to
the students of this college; In the sprini,

when young men and women's fancy turn to
thoughts of running for an office, this
newspaper will make its policy to publish
the cumulative averages of alll those running
for Executive Board positions.
This statement should have a two-fold
effect: (1) It will discourage those from
running who are academically unqualified to
stay in school; (2) It will give those
interested in running enough incentive
(hopefully) and time to bring their cums to
such a level where they are NOT ashamed to
publicize them.

The Brothers of Alpha Phi
Omega would .like to express their
appreciation to the
INDEPENDENT for their article
about the operation of the Used
Book Exchange in the September
19 issue. However, we would like
to
point
out
some
misunderstandings concerning the
Exchange's procedures:
l. The Used Book Exchange
has been an outstanding
success, considering that this
has been Newark State's first
exposure to a Book Exchange
of this type.

''Unlimited Cuts''
Now that we are two full weeks into the
semester and professors hopefully know
what students belong in their classes, the
question arises, "when are they going to stop
taking attendance in their junior and senior
sections?
The past summer Student Organization
and Faculty Senate signed into effect an
"unlimited cut" policy for upperclassmen, a
policy due and lauded by all involved.
Faculty in the classrooms this Sept. were
shocked when students informed them of
this new policy . They evidently were not
informed about this change. Many were

unbelieving and refused to accept it until
they received word from the Proper
Authorities. But who are the "Proper
Authorities?" They are the elected
representative body who passed this policy
along with the Student Organization.
Students were informed of this change
through various letters, communications,
and the INDEPENDENT (which the faculty,
hopefully, reads.)

2. The Used Book Exchange
does not deduct 10 per cent
from the asking price of the
book, rather a 10 per cent
markup is added. This 10 per
cent is utilized for advertising .
expenses with the balance
applied to service projects to
benefit Newark State College.

If one is on academic
probation, he cannot adequately
fulfill his responsibilities to his
office and still devote enough
time to his academic studies. An
Executive Board position is the
upper echelon of our structured
student government. It is a time
consuming job. The students
deserve responsible leadership.
If you feel that your
representatives voted out of
special interests and not in the
best interest of their constituency,
please get in touch with them and.
express your views.
Very truly yours,
PETER J. FEENEY

A Waste
Dear Editor,

With the presentation of the
"1910 Fruit Gum Company" on
this campus, a problem was
brought to light. The
presentation, besides bringing
entertainment
to a dreary day,
DA YID R. RIEGER
was
also
used
to solicit
RICHARD POSTON
contributions
for
the
Biafran
Alpha Phi Omega
Executive Board Members Fund. The show, h owever, did
interfere with the proscribed
usefulness of the "Free Hour",
which was essentially instituted to
enable vital work to be done on
campus by our various
The Students of NSC,
organizations.

Academics

Last Friday, the Student
Council defeated an amendment
prohibiting anyone on academic
probation from running for an
Executive Board position.
There was some interesting

_

Because of such a worthy
cause, such as "The 1910 Fruit
Gum Company", which, by its
popularity, drew a large crowd,
the organizational meetings
suffered a lack of participation. I
think that with a little more
thought and planning this
logistical problem need not have
occurred.

DONALD R. SMARTT

INDEPENDENT -

The o pinions ex pressed in signed colum ns of this newspaper do not
necessarily reflect the op inio ns of the editors. Nor is anything printed in this
paper, unless directly noted as such, to be take n as official policy or opinion of
the college.

Editor-in-Chief
Edward Esposito
Managing Editor
Margaret Morgan

.

The amendment to the by-laws
would insure continuity in
experienced student leadership
and also guarantee some degree of
responsibility to the job.

The Used Book Exchange will
be in operation once again at the
beginning of the second semester,
with hopes of increased student
participation.

Why haven't the faculty members been discussion on the motion, that
informed. To the best knowledge of the . had previously received a
INDEPENDENT Editors, there has been no unanimous Executive Board
notice in the Administrative Bulletin nor any recommendation, before it was
defeated by three votes.
communique from the Faculty Senate.
It is hoped that these two governing
bodies inform their constituents about these
changes.
Another problem which is also probably
a communications problem grows from the
same proposal passed this summer.
With the time changes in length of
periods, professors and stud en ts ar,e still
confused about how long their respective
sections are to meet.
·
A three credit course meets twice a week
for seventy-five minutes for a full semester.
A two credit course has the option of
meeting twice a week for seventy-five
minutes and ending in January, or meeting
twice a week for fifty minutes and ending in
January.
However, a two credit course should not
meet for seventy-five minutes twice a week
for a full semester, as is the case in many
sections.
Perhaps the faculty is just unaware of
this change. Let us .at least hope that this is
the case. In any case, however, let them be
informed of these changes and make sure
that the rules are abided by . If not, don't be
surprised when January arrives and many
students demand a third credit.

-
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Theatre Directory
ODD COUPLE
Starts Wed.
September 25th
Liberty Theatre
Bernardsville

BOXOFFICE OPEN! MAIL ORDERS NOW!

TBI~ CB&BGI,
OPTD
LIGHT BlUMDm
ATONY RICHARDSON FILM
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CCB Sponsors Letterman
Concert On October .11
A limited number of seats for
the Lettermen Concert on Friday,
October 11, is available at the .
Jnformation Desk in the College
tenter building.
The Lettermen will . give a
single performance at 9 :00 P.M. in
the Theater for the Performing
Arts. Newark State Students and
faculty can buy tickets at two
dollars each, while tickets for
guests outside the college sell for
three dollars.
The Lettermen are appearing at
Newark State on their twentieth
Cross-Country tour. This trio
consisting of Tony Butala and
Gary and Jim Pike have given over
60,000 concerts in the U.S. and
overseas.
The Lettermen have cut over
twenty-two albums, including "A
Song for Young Love" and their
latest, "The Lettermen ... Live"
and single hi ts such as "When I
Fall In Love."
The College Center Board is
sponsoring the concert.

The Lettermen

Chicago- - -A Lesson In Seeing
(Continued from Page 9)
Taken together, well over I 200
least 1000 People treated for people were hurt during the week.
burns and other complications The most intangible figures are for
caused by gassing. "We had ten people who make it on their own
medical teams here," she said, or with friends to hospitals, and
"and each team worked on about the "scores of those we just didn't
100 people who had more than have time to get to."
the superficial effects of gassing."
Others took the path of
Other medical aid stations schizophrenia. A tall gray-haired
scattered throughout the city Humphrey supporter stands on
treated more than 250 casualties. the last step of the Blackstone and
--------------------------

Classified
TREVOR HOWARD VANESSA REDGRAVE JOHN GIELGUD
HARRY ANDREWS JILL BENNETT,., DAVID HEMMINGS
~mnpl.11

Pmdum

M1u1<

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

PANAVJSJON •

D,rtnf!r

CH.,RLES •oOD JOHN ADDISON NEIL HARTLEl TON\' RICHARDSON

,r

COLOR by l>,Luu

M~.!!!~n, ~oi:t•sts 71 r
i ,,m,;.Jmc,,c., Co,,oo,,ll,on

SCHEDULE OF PRICES AND PERFORMANCES

Color Albums priced at
reasonable rates Call 757-9081
after 6 P.M.

Well-loved vw '59 - Just
passed Aug . inspection. $200
or best offer. Call EL 4-0793
after 6 :00 P.M . or see Gaylord
in INDEPENDENT office. Snow tires included.

ALL SEATS RESERVED
EYIIIINCS AT 1:30PM
Monday thru Thursday
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Holidays & Hol. Eves ..

ORCH.
... $3.25
.... ... $3.75

LOGE
$3.75
$4.25

···· ····'2.50
.... $3 .25

$3.00
$3.75

MATINEES
Monday thru Friday at 2:30PM ....
Saturday, Sunday and Holidays at 2:30 and 5:30PM

---------- .-------------

EXTRA MATINEES AT 2:30PM DEC . 23. 24, JAN. 2, 3. HOLIDAY MATINEES AT 2:30PM
DEC . 25 THRU JAN . I AND 5:30PM EVERY SAT., SUN. AND HOLIDAYS AND DEC . 25
THRU JAN. I.SPECIAL NEW YEAR'S EVE PERFORMANCES AT 8:30PM AND MIDNIGHT.
PRICES : ORCH . $5.00; LOGE $5.50
Mail self-addressed, stamped envelope with check or money order payable to
Fine Arts Theatre, 130 East 58th Street, New York, N. Y. 10022 Plaza 5-6030-1.

FOR GROUP OR THEATRE PP.RTY INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL YOUR THEATRE
PARTY AGENT OR KAY TAYLOR, SPECIAL EVENTS DEP'T., 729 7th AVENUE ,
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019. Circle 5-5204

Gala Invitational Premiere
Sunday, October 6th

THE INDEPENDENT'$ CLASSIFIED AD'S
SECTION.

WHAT

ADVERTISE?

DO

SUBMIT

YOU

HAVE

TO

ALL

AD'S

TO

ADVERTISING DEPT.

1967 PLYMOUTH Sport Fury
Convertible Power Steering,
Automatic with Console &
Buckets. $2300. Call
289-2830.

Wanted :
Part Time Work
National State Bank
Liberty Ave . Hillside
Drive - in Teller
Hours 2-6 Mon.-Fri .
No experience necessary
354-2600

WANTED
Director lifeguard for
Friday night's 7-9. D' Angola
Gym , Faculty , staff, family
swim. Salaried Position.
Also Needed:
Volunteer lifeguards to heip
with afternoon free swims for
college student's. Apply Mrs.
Holden, gym.
FOR SALE
Mamiyaflex C2 with light
meter $90.00 B & J 4x5 View
Camera, Accessories $100.00
De ju r Professional 4x5
Enlarger 127 Maml en s
Professional 5x7 Light Box
$20.00
757-9081 After 6 P.M .

NU THETA CHI
The Rose
The Candle
The Diamond
You
Up With Sisterhood!!
Love,
Guess Who?

$1.00 PER AD (30 WORDS)
'''

WANTED BY RECORD CLUB
OF AMERICA CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE TO
EARN OVER $ 100.
Write · for information to: Mr.
Ed Benovy, College Bureau
Manager Record Club of
America, Club ·· Headquarters
York, Pennsylvania 17401

watches the young people get
beaten and crudely pushed into
the spanking-new police truck.
The fourth night of police
violence. "Oh, don't say
brutality," he says. "Why are they
in the park'? Who are these kids'?

. they n~ust be violent,, or they
wouldn t be taken away·
A financier who won't let his
name be seen here buys $35
worth of food and sets it down in
the middle of a Yippie powwow
in Grant Park. A hundred things
like that happen: the medics and
the news people, the cabbies , the
coffee shop owners decide things
must be free, and they
re-distribute some of the wealth.
They unthinkingly give up the
material gifts , the credentials of
the street, because for a few hours
they have been part of a clean
naked humanity.
George Yumich is editor of
Blaisdell Publishing · Company in
Waltham , Massachusetts. He
ripped up bedsheets for the fourth
night of tear-gassing. J. David
Litsey, a senior at Posiatry College
near Chicago, is "a registered
Republican and proud of it." He
took one 72-hour shift at 116
North Michigan where they were
treating the wounded. Fred
Dutton, Robert Kennedy's
speechwriter and former
Undersecretary of State for a
Congressional Liaison, leaves
Wednesday night's massacre on
Micliigan Avenue with blood on
his c0at and goes back to help pull
awaydemonstrators.
There was no battle - as the
headlines say - here in Chicago. A
battle is fought between opposing
armies of comparative strength.
Rather , in Chicago, there was the
American culture with all of its
different kinds of people set in
violent motion. Some of them
were beaten and others looked
over their shoulder. But all of
them were taught to see, and all
have seen.

I
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The Echoes Of Fear
by Ed Naha
FROM A NATIONAL MAGAZINE
A recent survey conducted
shows that the two major causes
of deaths among young people are
auto accidents and suicide. In the
17-20 year-old group the suicide
rate is twice as high as it is in the
20-25 year-old group. No reason
can be given why .. . .
FROM AN OBITUARY
Nineteen year old Phillip
Towers was struck down and
killed early this morning .. ,.
jumped or pushed in front of an
au tom obi le driven by ...
apparent suicide . . . Mr. Towers
said that Phillip had . been
depressed recently but could give
no reason why ....

* * *

Phillip's shadow floated down
the moon-lit street as the clock on
the corner struck twelve. The
street was empty. Phillip was
empty. To him , the world was
empty.
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As he turned another endless
corner, a cat jumped· from behind
a overturned garbage can. The cat
was frightened. So was Phillip. He
and the cat were alike. They had
no one. They livecl in a world
surrounded by garbage.
Phillip eyed the houses as he
walked by. They were typical of
suburbia. The people were also
typical. They were closed-minded.
They regarded him as a social
freak and Phillip knew it. He ran
tis fingers through his long, black
hair. He rubbed his hand along his
sideburns. "Hippie" he could hear
them chant, "Freak". He
envisioned ,himself as he was a few
hours ago, walking down the main
street of town. All the stores and
shops were surrounded by the
young, leather-encased youth.
These citizens were respected and
accepted. Phil was not.
As his sandals flopped against
the pavement and sent their sound
echoing in his ears, he realized

what loneliness was really about.
It wouldn't be too had if he had

someone to talk with, have fun
with. He had a girl once, lovely .
young thing. Almost ruined her
life. He didn't love her. He knew
it. She didn't. She loved him. He
felt guilty. One day he left. He
never came back. No more
hurting.
He heard the sound of ugly
radio grow louder and the
screeching of brakes. Down the
street he could see a figure get out
of a car. The car left. The figure
advanced toward him. It was a
girl. She was wearing a rather
dazed expression on her face and
was walking a bit awkwardly. She
had taken the initial step. She half
smiled and half grimaced at him as
he walked by her.
Suddenly it was last summer.
He saw it all again. he saw the
dazed look on the faces of those
he loved as they took acid
(Continued on Page 8)

'The Students
Of Vietnam
(Continued from Page 3)
"My country is a small
country," she went on. "We were
under the oppression of the
French . Many young
revolutionary people tried to save
the country, but could not. Many
young Vietnamese believe in Ho
Chi Minh. They believe in using
Communism to save the country.

"They believe they must use
no hate in the poor people who
are the majority. Many good
capitalists and nationalists joined
this movement (the Viet Minh).
They are not Communists.
"After the Geneva Accords the
non-Communists went to South
Vietnam. Also some colonialist
supporters. In the North the
government was controlled by the
Party. In the South some people
used Freedom to be corrupt.
"Diem was good, but his
family (the Ngo's) were bad. They
killed many patriots.

IN A CRISIS, it takes courage to
be a leader ... courage to speak out
. . . to point the way . . . to say,
"Follow Mel" In a crisis, it takes
action to survive ... the kind of decisive action that comes from a man

THEY KNOW that it takes courage to stand up for America against
the pseudo - intellectual professors,
the hippies, the press and the entire
liberal Establishment. And they've
got that courage.

Thousands and thousands of
tomorrow's leaders-the thinking
gence. ·
young men and women of America
If America is to survive this crisis who have courage and who are
.. if the youth of America are to willing to act-are joining
inherit a sane and even promising YOUTH FOR WALLACE. You
world, we must have courageous, should join, too.

of sound instinct, as well as intelli-

constructive leadership. The kind of
leadership

that only George C.

Wallace-of all Presidential candidates-has to offer. That's why
young Americans who really think
suppo.rt Wallace.

There are no dues. Send in the
coupon to receive your membership
card, the YFW Newsletter and a
copy of "STAND UP FOR
AMERICA," the story of George
C. Wallace.

---------- .------------------------------------

fouth for Wallace

1629 K St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 296-8192

I am ....... ..... years old and pledge to support George C. Wallace for President.
Please send me my membership card in YOUTH FOR WALLACE and the
N ewsletter.
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"The NLF was planned in
Hanoi . They enticed many good
people who were non-Communists
to join them. They are very
strong, so we must speak with
them.
rt is because the policy of
South Vietnam and the United
States is so bad that the front can
entice many good persons.
"In Vietnam if two parties
fight each other the party with
the foreign troops will leave. You
see, we lived for 1,000 years
under the Chinese. All the
Vietnamese are against foreigners.
The NLF has no foreign
(non-Vietnamese) troops.
"The NLF tactic is to cause the
U.S. to destroy homes. They
don't permit the people to leave.
It is so cruel, but it is the way
ofpeople who have no airplanes,
no tanks."
Mai agreed with those who
believe the Tet offensive had an
adverse effect on support for the
Front among the Vietnamese
people. "Since Tet, people don't
believe anyone - not the
Americans, not the government,
not the NLF," she said.
Asked why so many students
are apolitical , she said, "We live in
a very bad atmosphere. Everyone
is suspicious. Everyone hears only

the philosophy of the
government."
"People in Saigon are not very
Vietnamese. Before they were
French. Now they are American,"
she said, referring to Saigon
students. "And students are not
really representative of the
Vietnamese people," who, Mai
noted, were mostly peasants.

"At least 50 of my friends have
joined the NLF. They are very
bright students. They believe we
must fight colonialism. They are
not Communists and, if it
becomes necessary once the
Americans are gone, they will
fight the Communists," Mai said.
"Before they joined the NLF they
had open minds . .Now their minds
are closed."
Mai believes another coup
d'etat represents a practical way
out for the United States. While
the current government is quite
intransigent about negotiations
and in its refusal to talk to the
enemy, the NLF , a new
government could do this.
Mai gave me a list of names,
which she asked me not to reveal ,
of men who could make up a
coalition.
"This group is very popular.
The Front does not say this group
is bad. It says they are weak. It
respects them and would work
with them ," Mai said. She believes
in a coalition situation, these
non-Communists could balance
the Communist influence of the
Front.

Of course, as was the case in
1963, American help is needed if
there is to be a coup. Mai said she
has discussed this with the Front,
and they agreed.
The present military
government is unrepresentative.
Its support comes from Northern
Catholics, landowners and war
profiteers. A coup could break
through the barrier to peace by
providing a government which
would negotiate with the
dissidents.
If the United States does not
adopt this , or another way out of
Vietnam, Mai, who predicted the
second wave attack on Saigon a
month before the mortars rained
upon us , predicts only continued
warfare and the final destruction
of her country.

Evangelisti Announces
IBM Course Evaluation
One of the main objectives of
the Newark State Delegation to
NSA in Kansas this summer was
to obtain information on better
ways of establishing a meaningful
course evaluation. Last year's
course evaluation proved to be a
failure with only about 3%
feedback from students.
This year, Bill Price, President
of Student Organization , has
charged Mr. John Evangelisti,
chairman of Course Evaluation
Committee, to look into the
feasibility of an IBM oriented
evaluation. NSA has recently
established a computor pool
specifically designed for the use of
colleges to correlate data from

course evaluation replies. The
system would be far less
complicated and would entail
filling-- out only two programed
sheets.
There· are two basic means of
distribut{on being considered by
the committee. One is mailing the
evaluation to individual homes ,
and the other is to distribute them
during a class period to be filled
out there. Mr. Evangelisti feels
that the latter method may prove
to be more effective . At least 20%
of the student body must reply to
make the course evaluation valid.
The evaluation has tentatively
been scheduled to get underway
by the end of November.
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On ·State Street, That Great St1
When Eddie, Meg and I had planned to hit Chicao for a few days
after the USSPA Conference in Indiana, we knew there was going to be
action. All America knew; but I doubt that many people were ready for
the reality of ugliness , insanity, and disillusionment that tore up I 968's
Democratic National Convention .
We drove 85 miles from the heat and sweat of Valparaiso
University to the air conditioning and swimming pool at Howard
Johnson's motel in Skokie, outside of Chicago. At Valpo ,
representatives from student newspapers all over the U.S. gathered to
discuss common problems, and practices, to exchange views and

show at The Happy Medium featur
Convention and the Yippies seemed
Monday, however, the whole
to the Convention's Amphitheatre,
wagons, more MPs, more guns, an1
that even I got the creeps. We ph<
ugly building, then tried to get to
situated. We were stopped cold by

National guard in front of armory

Chinatown, a third the size of New York's and half as interesting. We
-really homed in on the Old Town section, Chicago's hippie haven. In
the Beef and Bourbon we listened to the dirty old man piano player. A
few doors down we brushed peanut shells off our seats and watched
two young go-go dancers move like zombies to a deafening juke box.
We'd come on a good night - it was the boss' birthday and all two

Simulated White He
Barbed wire welcome

·sorry, but he couldn't help us get ii
hour shifts without pay , boredom, ;
family . We tried the only other <
walked through behind a police sergt
Behind the barbed wire an<
unreasonable facsimilie of the Whitt

suggestions, and to organize. In Chicago, representatives from the fifty
states gathered to elect a Democratic presidential candidate, while
simultaneously the Youth International Party gathered to stage a
Festival of Llfe.
The thrne of us arrived at the motel Saturday· afternoon, August
24, unpacked and jumped into the pool - in the midst of another

arriving by copter at the instant hel

four entrances for the little people
infamous special passes only and re
machines. We stormed every door,
trying to break wh-¼t was suppose 1

Police wagon cruising near Convention Amp_h itheatre

hundred pounds of her came out to blow out the candles on her cake ;
we didn't stay to hear her regular number, a trumpet solo and jelly roll
version of "Tighten Up."
This was where the action was for night number one. Old Town
had some of the Village's atmosphere, some of its own, with quaint
shops, hippie gear, art and tourists. It was real, but commercial; exciting
but God, what a way to live.
Gay nineties float welcoming Democrats,

convention for the salesmen of an artificial organ and pharmaceutical
supplies firm. Beer drinking led to people dunking and strangers were
not exempt. Now I know what people mean when they talk of typical
conventions.
Anyway, so the guys were extroverts. One of the bosses offered
to give us the grand tour of Chicago that night. We ate and shopped in

Police crowd at back

Police at barricades - same scene at nearly every corner

'

Military police stopped in front of Water Works

On the way back to the rooms we took in the view from "scenic
Lake Shore Drive," along Lake Michigan. Darkness always makes an
ugly city look better. We passed the Water Works building, a pretty
fairy tale castle, all gold and gingerbread. It was here that the Yippies
were supposed to LSD the water supply.
Sunday morning we hit Chicago again , this time for culture at the
Art Institute, the Museum of Contemporary Art, and the Field Museum
of Natural History. We dined in a big seafood restaurant and took iq a

The whole area was ugly and depr1
didn't want to be there.
We tried Lincoln Park later ai
helped clear out the park the night
of the first clashes with Yippies ar
~ .supporters and talked like Linco
- ~.complete with scrimmages, retreat
running battles. One thing they di
could have been avoided if Daley ha

On the other end of Lir
hippie-types. We'd been frightenet
twilight, things began to acquire an
no hostility displayed by these I
park-dwellers, it was hard to imagiI
the ones that were to take place. C
coterie ; others strummed guitars
around, read some of the commun
lit bonfires in wire garbage contain
dampness of the park. As the sun
trouble.
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·eet, Let Me Show You Around
I photographed Buckingham fountain and some of the park area, the
only really nice part of Chicago, Daley's " Beautiful City." We went up
to the observation deck of the Prudential building and took a long last
view of the windy city.
Finally at home, I got to see real coverage of the convention and·
the "disturbances." When I was physically in Chicago, I had no idea of ·
the magnitude of the scene. Bits and pieces kaleidoscoped as I tried to
stay awake during T.V. coverage of the Democratic Late Night comedy
hour.

1g Chad Mitchell. Thoughts of the
ar away.
,cene hit home. The closer we got
h.e more cops we saw , more paddy
helmets and barricades. So many
:ographed the outside of the great
the back where the main gate was
a very sympathetic cop who was

Yippies relax in Lincoln Park

Over steak and Chianti, we talked about what was happening and
came to no conclusions. I was too innocent and confused. Why were
the Yippies really there? Was there any real organization after the
Festival fell flat? Was there a cause, or merely the desire to create
chaos? And why did the cops talk and act the way they did? Why was
there such an atmosphere of suspicion and tension when the two groups
met face to face?
Often sighted McCarthy cars with flower power

Admittedly politically innocent, I was even more confused and
disgusted by the spectacle than many others were who perhaps
understood what was going on. But I know that the two Chicagos I saw
left little life in the ideal of democracy I had been taught . How could
those clownish, pot-bellied, middle-aged; some nearly senile, men and
women represent me? What did waving "We love Mayor Daley" posters
have to contribute to slum renewal , jobs, urban school education, and
on and on?

1se entrance for VIPs

. He did complain about fourteen
nd being away from his home and
1trance to the back, and calmly
mt , Sgt. Ray.
the fake potted plants was an
House, big deal entrance for VIPs
port. On either side were three or
and the press ; admittance by the
iewed by cops, secret service, and
just three dumb kids from Jersey
) be the tightest security in years.

"Welcome to Prague" - a bitter slogan

As we left the city that night, we stopped to see Buckingham
Fountain. The lights were out; it had closed at 10 P.M., and it was now
10:30. From the park we heard shouting and cruised over to the source,
a peace march headed by black and red flags. The Yippies and cohorts
were marching to the Hilton where many of the Democratic bigwigs
were encamped. We circled around to reach the hotel when the
marchers did. The press were waiting. The marchers surrounded the
building ; then returned to the park for a rally. We cruised the outskirts

Buckingham fountain in full display

When the McCarthy people cried, I cried too, partly because of
empathy, but partly because I know now in a small way why people
drop out, why they move to deserted islands, or drugs, why they tune
in to Communism, and why people riot. I wanted to join my brothers
in Lincoln Park, join the insanity, the rage , the cop-baiting. I learned a
great lesson from Chicago: the whole world is absurd and no man is
free .

>f Amphitheatre

ssing and swarming with cops who

d interviewed more cops. They had
before and become engaged in one
i company . They were big Wallace
n Park was the Argonne Forest,
,, over the hill, behind the trees,
I point out was that much trouble
I lifted the 11 :00 park curfew.

:oln Park we photographed the
by the cop-talk, and in the near
almost surrealistic tone. There was
ippies. As we walked among the
~ the events of the night before, or
1e group played bongoes to a small
md sang, others slept, or milled
st newspapers, being circulated, or
rs for warmth against the cold and
set, we left. Soon there would be

Peace and Freedom Party was active in Lincoln Park

of the park; an obviously up-tight cop moved traffic away from the
entrance, shouting and gesticulating. Here was the trouble. All we could
catch were glimpses of ministers and priests wearing arm bands with
gold crosses, and young people, some clean, come not, running to the
center of the park. That was the night , we later learned, that the cops
first used tear gas.
Meg left from O'Hare Airport early Tuesday , the 27th. Eddie and

View from the Prudential observation deck.
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by Dave Lichenstein State -Initiates $tudy To

Hall A Century High
When Phil Ochs had first begun to sing the
sound of revolution on Elecktra records, an
interesting jacket note accompanied the selection of
the title song for his I AIN'T MARCHING
ANYMORE album. It read; "The fact that you
won't be hearing this song over the radio is more
than enough justification for the writing it."
Oches, who hit a sudden stardom as an
outspoken singing social critic, obviously lacked
something as a prophet. In recent months numerous
"anti-system" compositions, performed by an equal
number of rising artists , have been flooding the FM
airways.

And now Ochs has released another LP for the
A & M company , titled TAPE FROM
CALIFORNIA, which includes both a combination
of topical protest and instrumental expression, as
well as isolated examples of each.
Included specifically in the protest category are
WHITE BOOTS MARCHING IN A YELLOW
LAND, JOE HILL, and THE WAR IS OVER.
Personally I felt that the latter tune should have also
been the title song. TAPE FROM CALIFORNIA is
less exciting as well as less intriguing both lyrically
and musically. Besides, THE WAR IS OVER would
have captured the mood of the LP.
·

Via these modes of communication, performers
such as Ochs have found an ever-growing audience
awaiting their latest productions with an
expectation of new ideas and sounds.

In general , the album is impressive, and there
are some especially interesting works worth noting.

A soft-spoken, smiling but hard-hitting "this machine (guitar) - kills fascists" trouble-shooter ,
Ochs graduated from Staunton Military Academy in
Virginia with Barry Goldwater's so~, even received
his diploma from the Senator, and had completed
three years of journalism at Ohio State before
breaking into the folk parade.

WHITE BOOTS MARCHING IN A YELLOW
LAND is one of the best recent Viet-Nam
compositions I have ever heard. Ochs is far from
optimistic in his war ballad, as he warns ; "the colors
of a civil war are louder than commands," and " The
chocolate in the children's eyes will never
understand" and " You' re White Boots marching in a
Yellow Land." Also , "The comic and the beauty
queen are dancing on the stage , raw recruits are
lining up like coffins in a cage , Oh, we 're fighting in
a war we lost before the war began."

When I met him two years ago playing at a
secluded BROADSIDE hootenany he had just begun
the second stage of his musical exploration. For if
Dylan's musical crusade had labeled him the
founde r of FOLK-ROCK then Ochs may have
stumbled into a new field himself; introducing
CLASSICAL-FOLK.
His first three recordings, all on the Elecktra
label, were foc used on topical , satirical subject
matter. But with his transfer to Herb Alpert's A &
M Recording Company, and the addition of Michael
Ochs, his brother, as personal manager, a new door
in 'folk' music was opened.
It began last fall with the release of
PLEASURES OF THE HARBOR, and nowhere on
the album was the frank young topical songwriter
visible . A SMALL CIRCLE OF FRIENDS may have
been hailed by some as brillant social protest, but
even that could not compare to many previous
Ochs' compositions. However the record was a
success musically ; many of the tunes were fine
examples of warm - instrumental poetry.
PLEASURES OF THE HARBOR, though a slight
lyrical disappointment , did show promise of new
and better things to come.

By this Ochs neither expresses hope for nor
advocates an American defeat. He is simply stating,
in so many words , that the Viet Nam War is directly
responsible fo r an unnecessary wave of disorder,
confusion and protest in the United States today,
and that the only way we can continue fighting
overseas for a more prolonged period of time is at
the expense of our own American public welfare .
Ochs, with a good bit of traveling and social
experience under his belt for a man in his mid-20's,
proudly announces "And now it can be told, I'm a
quarter of a century old, but I'm a half a century
high."
HALF A CENTURY HIGH is one of the best
cuts on the LP. It is somewhat of an autobiography ;
he relates how he grew up and was killed in a tube,
which may symbolize his contempt of American
social conformism.
(Continued on Page 11)

Encourage.Student Loans
The New Jersey State Board of
Higher Education has approved a
thorough study of possible
changes which might make the
state-backed student loans more
desirable to lending institutions.
The board has received a
memorandum which indicates
that more than 33 ,000
applications for loans are
expected during the current
academic year . The memo said
that members of the lending
community and their professional
associations have held preliminary
discussions , and that appropriate
state officials have been informed
of the seriousness of the lack of
availability of such state-backed
loans.
"Many lenders have restricted
the availability of loans and
several have stated that they will
not be able to make these loans
next year unless relief is found ,"
the memo warned .

" Thus thousands of New
Jersey s tudents face the
possibility of losing their source
of assistance to continue their
pursuits in higher education .
Several board members have
suggested that the problem might
be more attractive to lending
institutions if the state board
w o uld tak e o v e r th e

administrative work connected
with the loans from the banks, as
does New York state.
Former U.S. Secretary of the
Treasury C. Douglas Dillon
believes that the seven per-cent
interest which the lending
institutions can charge on the
loans should be sufficient, but,
that it would not be if
administrative costs take two to
three per-cent.
Another concern of the board
was the degree to which lending
institution are participating in the
program. It is said that some 70
per cent of New Jersey's banks
participate, but that among those
which do not are some of the
largest institutions. Only about
half of the savings banks in the
state participate in the program.
Ralph A. Dungan, New Jersey
Chancellor of Higher Education,
stated that the sc~olarship and
loan office and its advisory
committees plan a full study of
the state's student aid program.
The board also adopted a
statement urging New Jersey
voters to support the $337.5
million public buildings bond
issue which includes $202.5
million for higher education
facilities . The State Board of
Education issued a statement
endorsing the bond issue.

More Sound And Fury
Open Jetter to NSA Delegation:

Newark State College in voting on

Bill Price

them.

Paul Matos
Greg Young
Susan Schmidt , a College Press
Service reporter , gave the
INDEPENDENT coverage on this
summer's NSA convention.
After reading her account of
the passing of resolutions on
"institutional racism" , and the
new NSI , in last week 's
INDEPENDENT, I would like to
hear your account of your
pa rti ci pa tioncconceming these
issues and how you represented

I realize our delegation to the
convention learns new techniques
in student government and makes
many valuable contacts with
student service organizations . I
also realize the convention
provides many "exciting
extra-curricular activities . "
However , I would like to hear a
response from you on the issues
which Susan Schmidt related.
Thank you .

MAUREEN KEARNEY
Class of 1969

The Echoes Of Fear
(Continued from Page 5)

excursions. He smelled the grass.
He heard the moans of the speed
freaks. He heard the shouts of
pain from that someone special as
she felt the effects of an overdose.
He saw her look into his eyes ,
never to recognize him again.

N.S.A. Starts
Job Service
The . National Student
Association has just initiated
RECON, a free service which will
enable st udents to find the perfect
summer or permanent job. The
stu dent simply fills out a
questionnaire and the information
is stored in a national data bank.
The employers will contact the
students and they select the
companies that interest them
most. On Monday , September 30,
and seve ral days thereafter,
RE-CON applications will be
available to Newark State students
on a table in the college center.

Never to know anyone again. The
blank look. A look that he will
never forget . .. complications.
A newspaper blew up on the
curb. SEX IN OUR SCHOOLS? it
read. Phillip smirked. When he
was younger, kids thirteen didn't
go steady. Somehow society has
robbed them of their childhood
and pushed them into a false
maturity. When will it end? Yet
they are referred to as innocents.
Died . . . blonde . . . pain ...
abortion . .
pain . . .
complications . . . dead . . . dead.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

s tudent

Any

not

desiring name in student
directory

must

notify

student activities office by
October

1(Wide World Photos) A big hurrach for the candidate the political drums are beating for Richard M. :Nixon.
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N.J.E.A. Says $7000 Fourt~ Night

Should Be Minimum Chicago-A Lesson In Seeing

The rising economy this year
will force teachers to insist upon
sharp salary increases for 1969-70,
the New Jersey Education Assn. is
informing local education
associations.
"In the poorest . New Jersey
community, $7,000 should be an
absolute minimum demand for a
beginning teacher, " says Dr.
Frederick L. Hipp, NJEA's
executive secretary.
Dr. Hipp is advising leaders of
local teacher associations to seek
raises of at least $1,000 in
beginning salaries and at least
$2,000 at the top of teacher
salary scales.
"Any district which asks for
less will be making a mistake," he
cautions. "The average salary for
the beginning teacher in New
Jersey this year - $6,000 - is
already low in comparison to
The Renata Club will hold
its first meeting on Tuesday,
October 8, during the College
Free Hour at 1 :40 in Meeting
Room A, Downs Hall. All
members, new members, and
prospective members are
invited for a congenial hour.

wages being paid to his college
classmates," says the NJEA
executive, citing these statistics :
- The average starting salary
for men in general from the
college class of 1968 is $8,280 going to an estimated $8,850 next
year.
- The average starting salary
for women in general from the
class of 1968 is $7,428 - going to
an estimated $8,100 next year.
- 1968 graduates working for
the New Jersey State Government
are averaging $6,684 - going to
an estimated $7,002 next year.
- 1968 engineering graduates
are averaging $9,168 and
estimates expect this will rise to
$9,800 by next year.
- The median starting salary
for a policeman in New Jersey is
$6,951 - going to an estimated
$7,650 next year.
- The median starting salary
for a fireman in New Jersey is
$6,848 - going to an estimated
$7,530 next year.
"Since education is the single
most important service that
society provides," Dr. Hipp
comments, "teacher salaries
should head the list, not bring up
the rear."

By Dolph Schifrin
CHICAGO (CPS) - Ride the
elevator in the Sheraton-Blackstone hotel and you cannot close
your eyes to what surrounds you:
Kafka and Genet have been
articulated in the Midwest this
week.
The elevator opens at "A"
Floor, one of four opulent
mazzanines. You have just been in
the street , just seen 25 jeeploads
of Illinois National Guard
unloading in doubletime at Grant
Park, just passed the fifth security
check by blue-helmeted Chicago
police - the last check in the
lobby of the Blackstone - and
here you are at "A" Floor, the
door opening to a full grand ball
with the long-stemmed roses in
chiffon and their ramrod escorts
in full cummerbunded array and
all in a swirl of pink
impressionable grace, and the
people in the elevator stare at you
because you ~ear a workshirt.
Third floor - alone in the
maroon-satin walled vault; the
business suits have already gone to
meetings, and the door slides open
to a man in a charcoal gray suit,
gray crewcut hair, simple smile,
no face and a tiny pin on the right
lapel. The pin has three sections

Hippies and yippies gather in Lincoln Park in Chicago during
Democratic National Convention.
colored light green, dark bl~~; · body mishandled by mindless,
deep red. The man is a Secret mechanical and, especially here in
Service agent.
Chicago, lustful cops. Twenty-one
And what is on the fourth newsmen had to find out the
floor? Who will fight for the hardest way; and in the corner of
changes? the final door opens and the main detention area of the
we confront the McGovern kids - Cook County jail a willowy
all girls with red-striped straw brunette with some of the dust of
ha ts, big McGovern buttons, Grant Park on a gray sweat-shirt
smiling South Dakota faces - all found out as she was beaten by a
about 15 years old and full of the lustful Chicago· cop. Middle-aged
ahh gees of American politics .
well-meaning McCarthy wives
And there was the naivete - found out. Fifty-seven year old
the inexperience of having your cab driver Randolph d'Zurkio - a
commie-baiter but yippie-lover found out. Quiet, purposeful,
Southern-drawling Dan Rather of
CBS News found out. They found
out because they were beaten.
Ann Hayes was unofficial chief
of medical operations in Chicago
for the week of violence. She said,
"The number of people hurt here
is so imposing, the nature of the
injuries so monstrous , it's really
impossible to tell how many kids
were hurt. We didn't even have
time to keep a logbook." Miss
Hayes is on the Medical
American Student Information Committee for Human Rights ;
Service has arranged jobs, one of her associates had this to
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from say: "I spoke to a police desk
thousands of good paying jobs sergeant in one of the local
in 15 countries, study at a fa- precincts. He finally blew his
mous university, take a Grand stack at some of my questions; he
Tour, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All said the ·order had gone out to the
permits, etc. arranged thru this hospitals ltOt to report any of the
low cost & recommended pro- injuries to the press or just about
gram. On the spot help from anyone."
ASIS offices while in Europe.
But gathering together loose
For educational fun-filled &
profitable experience of a life- strips of paper with hastily
time send $ 2 for handbook scrawled names and addresses the
(overseas handling, airmail re- two women managed to scrape
ply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study & together some count of the
cvammed with other valuable number of people hurt during five
info, to: Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave.
Miss Hayes said there were at
de la Liberte, Luxembourg nights of violence.
City, Grand Duchy of Lux.
(Continued on Page 10)

Work in Europe

Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey dedicates a playstreet in New York's Spanish Harlem
recently. Former heavywe_ight boxing Champion Joe Louis can be seen to the left of Humphrey.
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An NS c Student? Underclassmen Will Play ·Key·
The alarm clock rings at 7:05.
A rustle of sheets is heard, a hand
reaches out, and quickly he's
quietly asleep. While in the midst
of subconsciously seducing the
college queen, he hears a sharp
voice, piercing that hedonistic
moment.
"Get the hell up" now or
you'll be late for class. It's his
roommate . After a few
incomprehensible moans, the
veteran student replies:
"I ain't goin'; it's too late - I
didn't hear the alarm."
But we know better.
Fortunately, his roommate, who
is most likely a frat brother,
displays some concern · over
academic welfare.
"Do you realize you've cut
that class for the past three
times?"
A challenge to his discretion
has been laid on him, forcing
some points of rationalization.
The bare fact proves nothing but
pure laziness but one of the three
will temporarily appease his guilty
mind.
"Aw, that prof can't teach ; it
ain't worth going to - " or "I'm
doing good in math; no sweat - "
or "I don't feel too good."
Getting down to the
nitty-gritty , one realizes that our
hero's prof is the best in the field,
no tests were yet given in the
course, and he really has a
hangover.
After a second thought , he
realizes that his II-S deferment has

Y a rsity
Defeats

Alumni
Newark State's varsity soccer
team got off to a slow start but
managed to pull out a mediocre 6
to 2 victory over the alumni squad
in the annual contest played last
Monday.
The varsity took a 1-0 lead
after Sam Sabiliouskas batted a
·pass from the right side to
left-winger Dave Colpitto who
slipped the ball past the alumni
goalie.
Newark State added two more
goals in the second period when
alumnus George Kunka ('65)
accidentally fired a shot into his
own net. Later in the period,
Terry Savage chipped in with a
score on a lead pass across the
middle from Rick Watson.
The alumni squad through with
their first score of the afternoon
during the 2nd canto when
Ritchie Melvin fired one past
freshman goalie Wayne Zenger.
John "Tinker" Berardo was
credited with the assist.
In one of the nicest plays of
the entire afternoon, Sam
Sabiliouskas carried the ball deep
into alumni territory before
passing off to Dave Colpitts who
then smashed the pill into the net
from the right side.
The last two goals in the 4th
period were scored by varsity men
Hank Rutkowski and Jerry
McLaughlin, while the alumni
pushed across their final tally on a
solid shot from 20 yards out by
Al Barr ('67).
•

l~!§ii:~::::?ll:~: Role In NSC Soccer Picture
gotta go in early to meet some
prof, anyway.
He half falls into the bathroom
to "kill the dragon" and take an
Alka Seltzer to settle a chronic
case of indigestion caused by an
early morning visit to the local
White Castle. For breakfast there's
a pack of cigarettes, waiting on
the kitchen table. He's on his way
to school.
After beating his head against
the windshield for ten minutes, a
parking space is found on the far
end of the campus. The walk is
long to the student center, but the
goal is set. Obviously it's the
snack bar where he'll stay to drink
five cups of coffee. Meanwhile
class is three-quarters over. After
shooting the bull for 1½ hours, he
goes, to his first class, which is
really the third.
Upon returning from a dreary
late morning class, a frat brother
exclaims, "These early morning
classes are too much." For the
sake of conversation and nothing
better to say (it's the same every
morning), he replies, "Yeah, I
know, I just got out of a three
hour lab."
The next step is to look around
for some office couch to catch a
little shut-eye; after all , it's been a
tough day, and anyway, he wan ts
to finish up that last dream that
was abruptly ended.
It's about 1:30 and this
well-rested body makes way for
the snack bar for the second time,
this time io stay . for the
afternoon. After soliciting the
attention of a groovy-looking
brunette, the quiet conversation
reveals some-one on the make. He
needs a date for the corning frat
dance and he's asking her out
for the first time . She's a
freshman , naive about the devious
ways of upperclassmen. Chances
(Continued on Page 12)

about how they are to set up their
offensive attack while in an actual
game situation," and he is pleased
to see that "most of the freshmen
and new players are catching on
quite rapidly."
"We have the skills and depth
to establish an explosive offensive
threat," commented the Head
Coach. He figues that the scoring
punch will probably center
around Dave Malo and Sam
Sabaliauskas.
"As for defense, we will be
working on a pressing type game,
with the fullbacks right up on
their checks." The Squire pilot
added that this year's defense will
employ somewhat of a three man
fullback system. One man will be
attacking the offensive opponent
while the other two men will
quickly fall back to help protect

the goal. He also stressed the fact
that the full backs will be
"carrying" the ball more this year.
"This simply means that the
fullbacks hopefully will control
theball more while attempting to
carry it downfield, and this must
be accomplished by using good
passing and dribbling techniques."
Besides noting the fine play of
sophs Pat Nesgood and Jerry
McLaughlin, coach Errington also
mentioned the names of John
Wilson, Ron Stollen, and John
Hartman. He felt that Wilson has
been showing definite progress
while tabbing Stollen and
Hartman as "Men who have come
a long Way" since they are new to
the sport.
Among the promising freshmen
are such names as Kenny Graf,
Joe Cioce, Ron Bajkowsky, Hank

"Doc" Errington discusses game plans with Phil Heery.

Half A Century High

THE WAR IS OVER, ending
side one, may be the best song
Ochs can boast. Since writing, he
has organized and participated in
mock demonstrations celebrating
the end of the war. "The gypsy
fortune-teller told me that we've
been deceived," he sings, "You
only are what you believe. And I
believe the War is Over."
Side two includes three songs,
two really worth noting. With the
first , THE HARDER THEY
FALL, Ochs has reached the
height of absurdity. "Mary had a
little lamb; couldn't make it with
a man ," he nonchalantly _whistles.

SENIORS
Phil Heery
George Persson
Sam Sabaliausk:as
Dave Malo
Bill Saccheto
Ron Anderson
Wesley Plummer
JUNIORS
Dave Colpitts
Frank Cushion
Bob Ebner
Brian Kosteck
Bob Liddle
Clem Restine
Fred Szeles
Ric k Watson
Al Valentino

SOPHOMORES'
Dennis Choen
John Hartman
Pat Nesgood
Jerry Mc Laughlin
Terry Savage
Ron Stollen
John Wilson
FRESHMEN
Ron Bajkowsky
Joe Cioce
Ken Graf
lvo Lekic
Hank Rutkowski
Gus Sentas
Wayne Zenger

Funds
Aw arded

The Flip Side by Dave Lichenstein

"Woody Guthrie did not start
folk music," Ochs was once heard
remarking, "Joe Hill did." This
song, Ochs' tribute to the
folk-singing labor-leader Hill is a
catchy seven-minute ballad,
hampered only by its time
allotment. For I found it to be a
wee bit boring by the end of the
cut.

Rutkowski, and Wayne Zenger.
Errington labeled Graf and Cioce
as "key men in this year's
defensive teams."
"Both men are aggresive ball
players possessing good
footwork," continued the coach.
"Cioce is a rugged performer
while Graf excels with his speed."
· "Wayne Zenger will be the
team's back-up goalie this season.
Experience seems to be the only
asset that this fellow lacks."
This is what the roster looks
like for the 1968 season:

out, for you see "Fairy tales are
corning strong, from the dragon to
the Viet Cong," but "only the
witches recall: The bigger they
are, the harder they fall ." THEY,
falling so hard, represent of course
the Status Quo, crashing with a
boom when upset. The song has
some quick lyrics (Mary had
visioned her consequence of her
unusual sexual experience - "she
was beheaded on a holiday, but
that's the price you have to pay"
(for being different) .

because "all the' high born ladies,
,so lovely and so true, have been
handing to the soldiers; "When in
Rome , do as the Romans do."
My favorite rhyme in the song
occurs when the troops are about
to retreat and Ochs recalls
(perhaps from his own military
'training') that "Then to show
what it means to have love for
one's country, we marched
another mile down the road."
This shows the height of
emotional military procedure.
The other two songs, TAPE
Next follows my favorite tune , FROM CALIFORNIA and
"WHEN IN ROME," a neat spoof FLOODS OF FLORENCE are
on social conformity. Running in te res ting musical pieces,
13:15 (but well worth the time) it although seeming like left-overs
features Ochs in portrayal as a from the PLEASURt:S OF THE
run-away slave and soldier 'just HARBOR LP.
following orders.' At first he is
But Ochs, who had been
badly mistreated by his masters, donating his time performing at
but "they're not to blame, I know McCarthy rallies, has certainly had
I'd do the same" and then he a significant voice among the new
escapes and goes on a military wave of young , concerned
rampage, smashing innocent political reformers and is not
citizens and raping the conquered through as an influencing social
.• dattghters. But , ·it · · is · alright, critic.

The New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs and Higher
Education has awarded $326,589
in federal education funds in
order to strengthen community
service programs of twelve public
and private colleges in the state.
Designated to receive funds
and their total grants are: Rutgers
University ($83,849); Fairleigh
Dickinson University ($67,000);
Princeton University ($48,000);
Newark State College ($20 ,400);
Paterson State College ($19 ,940) ;
Mercer County Community
College ($19 ,400); Middlesex
County College ($18 ,852); St.
Peter's College ($16,930) ;
Montclair State College
($12 ,760); Seton Hall University
($7 , 608) ; Upsala College
($7 ,000); and Camden County
College ($4,850).
The grants were announced by
Commissioner of Community
Affairs Paul N. Ylvisaker, and
Chancellor of Higher Education
Ralph A. Dungan.
The programs which will be
financed this year by this program
cover a wide range of community
needs, from training projects for
local officials and guidance
counsellors, to programs to
motivate ghetto youth and adults
to continue their respective
educations.

RIDE WANTED :
·$3 .00 per day

A.1-5 : 15 P.M.
to area south
Of MORRISTOWN

near Basking Ridg~
Call B. Miller

766 sd62
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Soccer Co-Captains Predict
Banner Year For Team
When it comes to the game of
soccer , t his year ' .s senior
co-cap tains , Sam Sabaliauskas and
Phil Heery , definitely have one
thing in their favor - they are
both loaded with experience. This
dates back to their playing days in
high school. Sam, a graduate of
Woodbridge Senior High School,
played for two years on the squad
as a center ·forward, while Phil
starred at Middletown High
School playing at the wing and
halfback positions.
More experience was gained by
the two Industrial Education
majors when they began their
soccer careers as freshmen at
Newark State , and they have been
teammates ever since. Last year,
Phil Heery was nominated for a
berth on the All-Conference team
for his fine play throughout the
entire season.
The 1967 season saw Sain
Sabaliauskas as an All-Conference
selection as well as being the
Squire's most valuable player in
soccer. This year, Sam will most
likely be at the inside wing
position while Phil will probably
see all of his action at the left
wing post.
When asked to comment on
the soccer prospects, both boys
felt that the ' Blue and Gray'
should finish above the .500 mark
this year. What is the basis of their
prediction? Phil went on the
answer by stating that "Last year
was the Squires most productive
season , as far as statistics are
concerned . With most men
returning and with better soccer
being played this year, we should
be able to see our first winning
campaign in the sport."
As for problems , there are a
few. Both Sam and Phil agreed on
the fact that th e t eam's
p e rformance during the first
period is no t up to par. However,

Underclassmen get ready! You
share of action in this year's
soccer scene. While the club is
well supplied with an adequate
amount of junior and senior
veterans, the underclassmen have
a good chance of putting in more
playing time than one would
normally expect.
Why is so much emphasis
placed on this group? First of all ,
the reserves form the bench. Much
of the success of a club depends
on its bench strength, and if that
strength is not present, it will be
quite difficult to obtain the same
or better performance from the
substitute who replaces a key man
in the line-up. Coach Errington
feels that if these underclassmen
continue to work hard in
developing their skills, Newark
State could very easily posess that
all-important bench strength this
season.
As it was mentioned earlier ,
the rough schedule which the
Squires must play is another
reason why the freshmen and

The Bench

by Randy McCarthy
The past week found itself filled with news from the bench . Let's
look at what's happening around the campus in athletics.
The first item of interest concerns those big Greeks who like to
engage in that hard-nosed game of touch football (played the Newark
State College way) and also those who would rather stand on the
sidelines and watch. Last weekend, I received the dates and schedule of
the fraternity games, so here they are :
Nov. I 7
Tau vs. Phi
11 :00 A.M.
Chi vs . Pi
2 :00 P.M.
Nov. 24
Tau vs. Pi
11 :00 A.M.
PHI vs. Chi
2 :00 P.M.
Dec. 1
Pi vs . Phi
11 :00 A.M .
Chi vs. Tau
2:00 P.M.
There will be more info on fraternity football in the corning weeks.

*

Co-captains Phil Heery and Sam Sabaliauskas .

the momentum is usually gained
during the second frame and
should carry the squad through
the rest of the game. " During the
first few weeks of practice , we
have not done enough running in
our scrimmages. This is the thing
that can hurt us," Sam explained.
Phil also pointed out that there
will be a minor problem for the
seniors who will be student
teaching. "This will create a
problem particularly in an away
game because of the time that
some of the players get out. We
are hoping that co-operation is
obtained from the involved school
systems in relieving these players
from their teaching duties
earlier ."
The talen ted co-captains fe lt

Underclassmen Play
Key Role In Soccer
will most likely be seeing a fair

From

sophomores will see more active
duty in the sport this year (and
this is assuming that the
upperclassmen stay healthy
throughout the season!). " Doc"
Errington noted that this playing
experience will be beneficial to
the players not only for the rest
of the season, but for following
years as well.
The Head Coach expressed his
opinion concerning the role that
the underclassman plays on any
ballclub by stating that "the,
freshmen and sophomores are just
as important to the team as the
players in the starting line-up.
Besides providing "bench
strength" for the squad, they also
seIVe to keep the starters on their
toes."
Eventually , this leads to the
reserves pressing the starters for
the top positions , "and it is this
healthy competitive spirit that we
constantly look for."
The Coach mentioned that he
has been trying to "get the boys
to use their heads and think more

(Continlle<i on Page 11) -

that fatigue would actually be one
of the biggest problems the
Squires will be confronted with
because of the large soccer
schedule on hand. It would mean
that the players need . be in top
physical condition if they are to
withstand the pressures of a
closely played slate. "One
consolation is that there are very
few conference matches scheduled
in the games that are played close
to each other," stated Sam
Sabaliauskas.
Sam and Phil then began to
talk about the bright side of the
picture. The former proudly
stated that " We are plac ing more
emphasis on teamwo rk, passing,
and ' position pl ay ." The tall ,
slender senior also added that
"the team is worki ng on a new
offense called the weave, and it is
very similar to the one use d in
basketball. " Phil went on to
explain , "with this ty pe of
offense , the halfbacks have more
of a chance to score, which
definitely adds to your scoring
punch. It is s imply an
overpowering offense ."
The success of this type
offense lies mainly on the
shoulders of the halfbacks. Sam
believes that this maneuver will be
advantageous to the team because
of the experience of Bill
Sacchetto and Dave Malo in this
toilsome position.
While looking over this year's
opponents, Phil commented, "I
think we have the team to beat
Jersey City, Paterson, and
Glassboro in conference play."
"Our tough opponents in the
league will probably be Montclair
and Trenton," Sam added, "and
the game I look forward to is the
one against Trenton State. To me,
this will be the team to beat." Phil
agreed with Sam and also
proclaimed that he expects the
club " to play as if every game is
the game of the year" , with
particular emphasis on conference
matches .
And with this type of attitude ,
Newark State may 'surprise' quite
a few of their opponents this year.

*

*

Recently, a Faculty-Senate Committee on Athletics was approved
to help clear up some of the problems in our athletic program. Faculty
members on this committee are : Dr. Sara Banich, Mrs . Joanne
Pederson, Mr. Larry Pitt , and Mr. Bob Fridlington. Representing the
students are : Louise Schmidt, Gail Alt , George Gunzelman , and David
Malo. Mr. Zweidinger, Chairman of the Phys. Ed. Department will be
the secretary ex-officio of the committee.
This Faculty-Student Committee involves itself in men's and
women's athletic programs and the interrelationship of these student
programs with the faculty committee members. It is expected that one
of the first matters to be presented before the committee is the policy
concerning the feasibility of a foot ball team on campus.
It was also pointed out that Mr. Zweidinger has no vote at any
time. He will also serve as chairman pro-tern until one is elected by the
committee.
This committee is not to be confused with the 'former' M.A.A.
The Men's Athletic Association has previo usly handled the financial
matters of varsity athletics as well as the intramural program.
*
*
*
Now hear this! Anyone who is interested in running cross-country
(from New Jersey to California??) should trot on over to Mr.
Williamson's office sometime this week and sign up in his office.
Whether or not this program is successful depends upon student
interest.

The familiar face of Bob Palma will be seen once again in the
Squire gymnasium. The scrappy defensive of last year's club has been
hired as J.V. basketball coach for the '68-' 69 season.
And Artie Kirk is back teaching at his alma mater, Linden High
School. Besides rendering his educational instruction , the
ex-Editor-in-Chief of the INDEPENDENT is also devoting most of his
spare time to football as one of Linden High's backfield coaches.

*

*

*

W.R.A. News :
Beginning Wednesday night, October 2, from 7 :30 to 9:30 P.M.,
the Folk Dance Club will begin its activities in the Camp us Scl).ool gym.
This program is o pen to all students, fac ulty, and friends.
Mo dern Dance will be held on Monday nights from 6:30 to 8:30
in the evening. It is a co-ed program an d will be open to all students.
The W.R .A. also announces its up-coming act ivities such as
archery, bowling, swimming, gymnastics, tennis, and field hockey.
These events are expected to get under way in approximately two
weeks.
On Saturday , October 26 , the Eastern District Archery
Tournament will be held all day at Glassboro State College. Some of
our students will be participating in this event , and faculty member Dr.
Staples Persinger will serve as Lady Paramount for the contest.

* * *

Newark State Played its first scrimmage game last week against
Hillside High School and handily defeated the locals by a score of 4 to
l . Squire goals were scored by Sam Sabaliauskas, Phil Heery , and Pat
Nesgood.
I would personally like to take this time to extend my sincerest
wishes to Dr. Errington and his team for a very successful soccer season
ahead. They both deserve much more credit than they actually receive.
GOOD LUCK, MEN!

An N.S.C. Student? (Continued from Page 11)
are she'll get caught , and chances
are he'll get caught by his steady
girl who just happened to walk
into the snack bar. The
conversation changes and he
nonchalantly makes his· way out
of the snack bar for a few
minutes. Having demonstrated his
male prowess and smooth lines,
he decides to attend his last class ..
One the way home, instead of
fighting traffic, he stops at the
local pub where he stays until

&JO when traffic lightens up.
ff;if hammered , he slips into the
ho~ l 960 Ford waiting outside
and makes it home in two minutes
flat , a record.
Once home , the T.V. is
immediately activated and he
watches his favorite program.
Homework will be done when it's
over at about 11 :00, naturally in
bed where he falls asleep with the
book at his side, only to be
awakened at 7:05 by that damned
alarm clock.

I

